
Feel the Heat! – A World Temperature Data Quilt 

 

“Holding the increase in global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and 
to pursue efforts to limit temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, recognizing that this 
would significantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate change.” 

(from Article 2, Paris Agreement, 2015) 

“No more than 2°C!”, that is the target set by the United Nations in the Paris Climate Agreement. What 
does this number mean and how close are we to the threshold?  Climatologist are assembling huge 
data sets to describe global mean temperature change over the last century. The HadCRUT4 global 
temperature data set compiles monthly temperature time series data from 4800 stations across the 
world. The data is expressed in deviations from the average temperature between 1961 and 1990. As 
numbers are often hard to grasp visuliastion of the data set can help us to literally “feel the heat”. 
Numerous representation have been developed using computer code and plotting tools. They are the 
inspiration behind the World Temperature Data Quilt which aims to bring the data to life in the real 
world. 

Colorful tiles representing the temperature deviation in each month over the last years form the 
building blocks of the blanket. Sewn together the quilt enables us to see connections and better 
understand climate history and possible future trends. How much do we really want to feel the heat if 
the blanket is extended in future? Can we prevent it from getting uncomfortable? Only a common 
global response can help achieve climate goals and mitigate global temperature rise. Just as the data 
pieces collected by climate scientists which are only useful if they are connect and analysed, 
international collaboration is like a patchwork quilt. The quilting technique has been the basis of 
several community and international creative projects and is perfect to bring people closer together. 
The World Temperature Data Quilt hopes to educate, raise awareness and encourage collaboration. 

An Accesible Data World and Climate Change Education 

 

Figure 1: While we may not feel the consequences of climate change on a daily basis, evidence has been captured on camera 
all over the world.  
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Who cares about climate change? Most people do, but our busy and fast paced everyday lifes usually 

keep us distracted and it is very easy to forget about it for awhhile. Talk of consequences seems like a 

far away distopian future scenario and we are generally not severly affected on a daily basis. Simillarly 

the 500 UN member negotiated commited to ambitious but necessary targets when the isssue was in 

the focus at the COP 21 climate talks in Paris in Decemeber 2015 [1]. How likely are we to achieve 

these targets in the light of changing political agendas in many contries and growing conflicts around 

the world?  

On top of general distraction, climate science is complicated. Research results are often hard to access 

for someone not familiar with scientific writing, mathematics, data collection and statisitcs. Hence 



general media coverage often remains superficial. Numerous emotional but unfounded claims 

circulate around the internet and other channels to add to the confusion.  

Two public figures with an impressive agenda to bring some clarity in the confusing and emotional 

discussion are Oxford Professor Dieter Helm  and late Cambridge Professor David MacKay. During his 

lifetime David MacKay served as Scientific advisor to the UK  Department of Energy and Climate 

Change (DECC) while Dieter Helm assisted the European Comission in preparing the Energy Roadmap 

2015 and still serves as chairman of the AdHoc Advisory Group of the raodmap.  

On top of their political involvement both Dieter Helm and David MacKay took time to communicate 

their research and experience in the field of climate, economics and data to the public with their 

respective book “The Carbon Crunch” (2012) [2] and “Sunstainable Energy Without the Hot Air” (2008) 

[3].  

Dieter Helm’s book focusses on climate policy while David MacKay tries to keep policy and politics out 

of his assement. Contrary to many media articles on renewable energies and climate issues he 

expresses all forms of power consumption and production in a single unit measurement as kilowatt 

hours per day instead of obscure units such “enough energy to switch of 10 medium scale power 

stations” and confusing combinations of joules, megawatts and barrels of oil. This allows to put claims 

such as “Unplugging phone charger will safe climate!” into perspective. An phone charger left plugged 

in consumes 0.01 kWh per day. So focusing on making sure everyone is unplugging their chargers is 

like “bailing the Titanic with a teaspoon” and distracts from bigger issues such as improving heating 

and cooling of the average UK household (37 kWh per day) [3]. 

The lack of truly applicable hands on solutionsin their assessments is often a point of crticism [4]. Both 

author’s writing has be instrumentalised by the various lobbies from wind power to oil and gas, while 

on page 169 of his book David MacKay captures the essence of his work much more fitting as “neither 

anti-wind nor pro-nuclear” but “pro-arithmetic” [3]. 

We will probably have to say good bye to the idea of an single genius finding the one solution to 

climate change in some laboratory. This is hard to accept as it means climate change is everyones 

business and puts communication in the spotlight. The swiss writer Durrenmatt [5] concludes in the 

21 points appendix to his drama ‘The Phycisists’:  

“What concerns everyone can only be resolved everyone.”. 

To achieve this vision educating and encouraging a broad audience to critically question claims about 

climate change, understand the massive effort behind climate research and its limitations will be 

crucial. This could enable all of us to make more balanced and sustainable decisions. 

So how do we demistify the world of climate data? Data driven installations with science at the heart 

may be able to bridge the gap between reasonable debate and our emotional needs and opinions. 

The challenge of the project was to find a set up that would spark curiosity and nurture conversation. 

With the opportunity to think out of the box and to explore challenges and potential of data driven 

installations for science communication and interdiscipliary collaboration the DATA-X initiative 

provided an exciting platform to experiment in this field. 

The Raw Data behind the Installation 

The basis of the installation is the HadCRUT4 global temperature data set developed by the Climatic 

Research Unit (University of East Anglia) together with the Hadley centre (MET office) [6]. The data 



set is appended monthly with annual and monthly averages for global and hemispherical 

temperatures measured from 4800 stations around the world. 

Figure 1 shows an excrept form the raw data set. The recorded temperatures are expressed as 

“temperature anomalies”. This is the difference of the recorded temperature to the average in a 

baseline period from 1961–1990. Values at the beginning of the recordings are generally negative as 

the temperature average was lower, while this year it is 0.841°C warmer than the 1961-1990 average. 

The start of the recordings in 1850 is not suitable as baseline for comparison. Less data was recorded 

at the time and the portion of the earth’s surface covered is not sufficient. How well the data recorded 

is distributed across the earth is indicated by the “percentage coverage” for each anomaly value. From 

1951-2010 over 4500 stations were used and today 4800 station record the data each month [7]–[10]. 

Densely populated areas are generally better covered. The sea coverage is ensured by voluntary 

observing fleets. Since 1980 fixed and drifting buoys have been employed as well [11].  

 

Figure 2  An excerpt from the raw data set showing monthly recorded anomalies with corresponding percentage coverage. 

To make the collected data relevant for climate research consistency and homogeneity of the 

measurements have to be determined and the quantitative uncertainties associated with the data set 

are also available for download. The tedious work behind the data collection by researchers such as 

Phil Jones and J.J. Kennedy often remains unacknowledged in media coverage of the results [6].  

Quilting: Rediscovering Traditional Craftwork   

Visulalising the data set is a useful tool for scientific analysis [12]. Additionally various animations and 

graphic have been coded and made available online. A great example is the “Spiralling Global 

Temperature animation” by Ed Hawkins [13].  

Inspired by these digital visulisations the installation aims to bring the data to life in the real world. A 

temperature blanket was quilted with a pattern as shown in Figure 3 based on the HadCRUT4 data set. 

Each row consists of twelve coloured squares and represents a year from the data set. The monthly 

anomalies are indicated by the colour of the squares. This is determined by the value of the respective 

anomaly ranging from yellow for positive anomalies of + 1°C to dark blue for negative anomalies of – 

1°C. The top row represents the most recent data from 2016. The quilt was completed down to 1974 

due to space restrictions in the work space and time constraints. The project was a first attempt at 

quilting. Despite not requiring any coding or work with electronics the project had its own challenges 

such as deciding how to hang the slightly heavier than expected finished product. Learning more 

traditional craft work turned out to be a very rewarding experience. The process is illustrated by the 

photographs on the following pages. 



The exhibiton visitors first noticed the colourful pattern when approaching the installation in the ECA 

sculpture court. Questions received at the opening indicated that the installation piece succeeded in 

sparking curiosity. Visitors were seen counting squares and examining the piece from various angles 

to make sense of the pattern.  

Further work on the project could include the completion of the blanket to 1850 and extension with 

future data recorded. It would be especially interesting to look for a collaboration with experienced 

quilters to include different styles in the existing work. Quilt collaborations have been successfully 

attempted in other projects the quilting technique has been the basis of several community and 

international creative projects. American artist Judy Chicago’s “International Honour Quilt” [14] 

celebrates female role models. The quilt consists of 600 smaller triangular patches crafted by different 

quilt makers each representing a siginicant female historical figure. A quite different project is the 

“School’s International Peace Quilt” initiated by the organisation “Children’s Voice for Peace” [15]. It 

was created as a celebration of the London Olympics in 2012. Young people from 203 countries were 

asked to submit an A4 drawing of what peaces meant for them. The drawings were transferred onto 

fabric material and joined together. 

 

 

 

Figure 3 The construction pattern for the data quilt along with the colour bar to select the appropriate fabric for each 
square. 



 

Figure 4  Fabric squares prepared for quilting. 

 

 

 

Figure 5  The Exhibition Set Up along with the interactive table for colouring the templates. 

 

 



An Interactive Patchwork from Colouring Templates 

 

Figure 6 Instructions for the interactive component of the installation. Visitors were asked to complete colouring templates 
inspired by the data set to build up a second patchwork alongside the quilt over the course of the exhibition.  

Inspired by these collaborative quilting projects building up an interactive patchwork with 

individual visitor’s contributions seemed an interesting idea. Adult colouring books have 

become the latest trend and can be found in all variations. The colouring activity with just pen 

and paper no digital aids is stress reliefing and a welcome escape [16]. And actually, 

rediscovering spontanety, mindfulness and more traditional methods might very well be 

helpful strategies to mitigate climate change.  

For this purpose two colouring templates have been developed based on the raw data.  

The exhibition space allowed setting up a work station with a broad selection of colours from 

oil pastells to water colour in all shades. The visitor’s were invited to sit down and rediscover 

their artistic skills by filling in their version of our prepared colouring templates based on the 

data set.  

Template A helps understand how the data set is used to 

learn about climate history. The visitor is invited to look 

at the years 1875 to 1880. In 1877-1878 a particularly 

strong El Niño event took place that can be discovered in 

the HadCRUT4 data set. 

El Niño is a physical occurrence in the equator region of 

the Pacific Ocean. Fishermen noticed unusually warm 

temperatures in the water at the beginning of the year 

around Christmas time. They named the phenomenon El 

Niño (The Little One). Climate research discovered that 

this increase in temperature is due to trade winds dying 

out over the Pacific. El Niña is the reverse effect of 

cooling due to strong trade winds. These oscillations 

which occur over a period of 3-7 years are called 

Southern Oscillations. Although they originate from the 

1.  Choose a template 

A  El Niño 1877-1878  (Looking at Climate History) 

B  Fortune Teller   (Predicting Climate) 

 

2. Decide on a colour scheme. 

 

 

 

3. Start colouring. 

 

4. Add your creations to the pin board.  

Here is the colouring scheme 

used for the installation 

Figure 7  A completed template A shows the visible 
effect of the strong El Niño event in 1877/1878 on global 
climate. 



Pacific, they affect the weather all over the world. In some years, abnormally strong El Niño 

events were observed. Looking at the anomalies recorded for the years 1876 and 1879 

averaged at -0.382°C and -0.232°C while the annual average in 1877 and 1878 was -0.076°C 

and 0.036°C. The associated effects on regional climate reported during these years were 

severe. The El Niño caused intense droughts in Asia and Africa, and probably killed more than 

20 million people. In Ecuador and Peru on the other hand, unusually strong rainfalls were 

reported. A recent very strong El Niño event just happened in 2016 [9]. 

 

Template B invited the exhibition visitors to share 

their visions and fears for our climate future. Each 

section of the spiral template represente a decade 

starting from 1850. Up to 2016 the anomalies from 

the data set were provided as guidelines. Some 

“fortune telling” skills were required to fill the 

remaining sections up to the year 2100. 

An accommpanyining information sheet provided 

some information on how temperatures are expected 

to develop depening on how well climate goals are 

met. With the Paris Agreement negotiated at the 

COP21 talks in December 2015, nations have agreed 

to limit global warming to remain 2°C below the 

preindustrial average by the end of the century. 

Currently we are not on track but with serious efforts 

to reduce greenhouse gas emission this could still be 

achieved. It is agreed that keeping the temperature 

rise to 1.5°C (previous IPCC target) could make a big 

difference especially for the rise of sea levels. Some 

predict that with the current commitments a 3.5°C 

rise is more likely. The worst case scenario if emissions 

remain at the current level, is a 5°C increase. Since our 

data set is relative to a 1961-1990 basis, subtracting 

around 0.4°C gives a rough estimate of the targets 

with respect to our baseline. Estimating exact values 

for future scenarios and especially predicting global 

consequences is extremely difficult. Although climate 

is a complex business, data evidence that things are 

spiralling out of control is still overwhelming. 

Most contribution towards the pinboard were 

completed on the day of the exhibition opening. With 

Figure 8   An empty template B. The climate spiral 
is filled with some reference data from 1850 to 
2016 from the data set and encourages to predict 
or wish for something up to 2100. 



many interesting variations and ideas to fill the template. One contribution used letters to 

will the template rather than simply colouring it in. They spelled out “IT’S DIFFICULT”. In 

general Template B and the opprtunity to predict the future seemed to attracted more 

interest than Template A. The final count after the exhibition closure was eleven completed 

templates for B and eight for A. Template B was either coloured sticking exactly to the data 

set or filled in completely neglecting the data set. One completed template showed detailed 

examination of the data as each was filled with positive and negative signs according to the 

respective anomalies. Another contributor simply shaded each ring in a nice colour with good 

artistic technique. A very different contribution to the interactive patchwork were two 

drawings of a bear in an arctic region and a fox in a green meadow on the backside of the 

templates. Even with just twenty contributions the compiled pieces showed great variety.  

Using the templates in different ways happens naturally and should be encouraged. The 

designs should be flexible enough to facilitate there more individual, creative contributions.         

 

Figure 9    The materials provided at work station in the DATA X exhibition space at ECA were well used. 

 

Figure 10    The new patchwork created from visitor’s contributions at the final day of the exhibition on 6th December 2016. 



 

 

Figure 11 Detailed annotation on a completed template B to explain predictions. 

 

Figure 12  Some colourful versions of template A and B. 

 

Figure 13  Some contributions exemplifying creative use and interpretations of the assigned task. 



Feel the heat. Undestand. Tell others. 

Rediscovering traditional craft techniques such as quilting, sewing and colouring to visualise scientific 

data has shown promising potential to make the public feel connect to the digital data world. 

Opportunities for collaboration and enough freedom to develop individual and creative ideas are 

essential for a captivating interactive data driven installation. The DATA-X platform has provided a 

fantastic setting to experiment. It allowed us to make a small contribution to acknowledge and spread 

the word of the excellent climate research by the Hadley Centre and MET office behind the original 

data set.  

About Us 

Nathalie Vladis, … 

 

Julia Zaenker, 4th year, BEng(Hons) Chemical Engineering, during her undergraduete studies in the highly interdisciplinary 

Chemical Engineering field environmental issues were a particular topic of interest. This encouraged to initate and organize 

a small dicussion event series for staff and students within the School of Engineering titled “Engineers To The Rescue”. The 

first of two events focused on the Paris Climate Agreement while the second workshop encouraged participants to explore 

David MacKays approach by applying his concepts on upcycling od plastic waste. The DATA-X project was a fantastic 

opportunity further experiment further with science communication and climate awareness events. 
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Figure 1: Right 
A child looking at a ship is pictured on June 11, 2016 in Ghoramara Island, India. Ghoramara Island is an island 92 km south of Kolkata, in the Sundarban Delta 
complex of the Bay of Bengal. The island is roughly five square kilometers in area, and is quickly disappearing due to erosion and rise in sea level.  
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